OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Miss Dee Atkinson was born in Thornton Heath, Surrey, but went to the U.S.A., with her parents, when 9 years of age. She obtained a B.S. with honours at Temple University and a Graduate degree in Library Science from the Dretel Institute of Technology (now Dretel University). After working in the editorial departments of a number of American publishers, followed by twenty years' editorial free-lancing, is now a full-time free-lance book indexer.

Philip Bradley is Senior Librarian at the Dundee College of Technology. The University of Strathclyde has awarded Mr. Bradley the M.A. for his Index to the Waverley novels. The Library Association had previously awarded him the Fellowship for An index of the supernatural in Scott's works.

Peter Greig is Chairman of the Index Committee of the Bibliographical Society of Canada and has been employed as an indexer at the Library of Parliament since June 1971.

Mrs. Brenda Hall has degrees in History (Glasgow) and Law (Oxford) and was trained in indexing while on the administrative staff of Oxford University. She has a wide experience of indexing at all levels in various subjects, and was involved in computer-generated techniques when indexing The Cartographic Journal.

Mrs. Brenda Miller is a school teacher who has also had experience and training in library work. She is at present setting up a school library at Hallam High School which is a new school on the outskirts of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

Philip Thomas is Technical Services Librarian, Research Library, Department of Planning and Transportation, Greater London Council. He was previously lecturer in cataloguing and indexing at the Aberdeen School of Librarianship and Deputy Borough Librarian of the West Ham Public Libraries.

The following appeared in the July 1972 issue of Unesco's Bibliography, Documentation, Terminology:


This report was prepared following a mission carried out by Mr. Menou (France) from December 1970 to June 1971 for the purpose of drawing up an overall plan for the indexing of scientific, technical and economic documents relating to development in Morocco (documents produced locally receiving priority treatment), excluding agriculture and related activities.

The U.S.A.:


This Directory, compiled from Chinese and Japanese sources, lists 490 institutions of the People's Republic of China up to the year 1967. They are arranged under: I academies; II other government bodies; III industrial concerns; IV professional associations; V universities and specialized colleges.

The names of institutions, staff, location and titles of publications are given in Chinese characters and in the Wade-Giles transcription. Seven indexes complete the work.

ISRAEL:

The Israel Folklore archives and the Jewish Music Research Centre initiated a joint project to examine, concentrate, and index all the bibliographical data of Jewish folklore material that has so far appeared in Hebrew and in English, in Israel and abroad.

The Kirjath Sepher Department continued to carry out the Index of articles on Jewish studies.

JAPAN: